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INTRODUCTION

A lot of research on the distribution of sickness frequencÍes over

a group of individuals is based on the assumption that the individual
sickness frequency follows a Poisson distribution. The parameter of this
distribution, generally referred to by the term rliability', is con-

sidered to be made up of two components, one determined by environment

and situation factors and. termed rexposition', and one determined by in-
ternal factors inherent in the individual himself, the sickness tendency

or disposition (De Cock & Corthouts, 1974). fhe latter component is
deemed to be constant over relatively short periods of time, although

usually some change is assumed to take place in the course of time. If
this disposition differs from one person to another, we speak of rab-

sence-proneness'. With a view to investigating the presence of absence-

proneness two different approaches were followed, namely the univariate
and the bivariate approach. In the univariate approach it is assr:med

that the distrrositions in the population exhibit a sJalnma distribution
(see, for example, E'roggatt,1970, hypothesis B). This leads to a dis-
Èribution of sickness frequencies which is negative binomial.
Íhus, in the literature on sickness absenteeismonerepeatedly encounters

research in which the negative binomial dÍstributLon is fitted to the

distribution of sickness frequencies of groups of workers. (See, for
exarrple, Hinkle et aI.r 1956t Ferguson, 1972). As proof of absence-

proneness this meets with the necessary objections. On the one hand a

negative bincrnial distribution can occur as a result of assumptions com-

pletely different from those mentioned above (Shaw a Sichel, t97I, Sec-

tion 11), while on the other the existence of absence-proneness, which

essentially implies little more than that difference in disposition
exists within a §troup, can lead to distributions totally different from

the negative binomial distribution (viz. if the 9àmma distribution in-
adequately describes the distribution of the dispositions). What this
means is that the negative binomial distribution is neither necessary

nor sufficient as proof of absence-proneness.

The bÍvariate approach fits in with the dispositions being constant over

relatively short periods of time. The inequality of the dispositions for
different persons must find expression in the correlations of sickness

frequencies in respect of groups of persons in two or more non-overlap-

ping periods of time. These correlations musÈ then be positive. Positive

correlations are indeed found on numerous occasions (e.9. Hink1e et al.,
t96L) .
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It is evident from the foregoing that in order to demonstrate absence-

proneness one ELrst have certainty that the conditions are the same for
all persons in the population. A guarantee of this kind is seldom given.

Hence, in this article as well it is impossible to decide in favour of
absence-proneness. The actual subject is, therefore, a different one:

In how far is the assumption that the individual sickness frequently
follows a Poisson distribution tenable?

A remarkable point is that in the literature practically no attention
is given to testing this fundamental assumption.

For the present investigation we have at our disposal the sickness ab-

sence data of 3726 ma]-e manual workers, divided over five concerns,

where aII of them were employed during the period of eleven years be-

tween 1-1-1958 and 1 -t-Ig6g. For the purpose of the calculations the

five concerns are kept separate. Íhe distribution of the workers over

the concerns is as follows:

concern number of workers kind of producÈion process

1

2

3

4

5

323

681

13 51

690

681

processing natural oil products

cable works

shipbuilding
shipbuilding
nunicipal gas and electricity
company

total: 3726

Ttre following table presents, per concern, the total number of sickness

absence spells per man-year, the number of 'never siekt, i.e. those who

have not been sick once throughout the entíre period of eleven years,

and the number of sickness absence spells of those who have been absent

the most frequently (see next page).

Striking figures are the large number of 'never sick' and the low aver-

age number of sickness absence spells in concern No. 2 and generally the

appreciable differences between the average number of sick reports per

man-year between the concerns. Tïris, therefore, is a very good reason

for treating the concerns separately.
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concern
total

sickness
frequency

number of
sickness ab-
sence spells
per man-year

maximrm
number of
sickness
absence
spelLs

never
sick

T

2

3

4

5

3113

5010

14834

72tog

9t26

.8776

.6688

.9982

1 .59s3

t.2183

6

78

15

10

13

40

45

80

105

64

total: 4499t t.o977 122

The article is set out as follows.
Section 2 contains a proposal for a model defining the individual sick-
ness frequency. Ttre choice has fallen on a Poisson model, while some -
otherwise familiar - properties of Poisson distribution are surnmed up

in Section 3. It appears that allowance mtrst be made in the model for
differences between the years (Section 4) and for differences between

individuals (Section 5). The latter ls looked at from dÍfferent angles.

U1ti.mately, a model Ís proposedr in which apart from the differences de-

scribed in Sectlons 4 and 5 no firrther factors are included. 1Íhe slg-
nificance of this is explained in Section 6 and the resultJ.ng nodel is
tested in Section 7. But there is yet another way to test the model.

This method is derived in the Appendix and the conseq[uences for the

model are dÍscussed in Section 8. In Section 9 findings from the litera-
ture are cited for the sake of comparison, while Section 10 presents a

srumary.
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THE INDIVTDUAL

In order to draw

SrcKNEss FREQUENCY

frequency we start off
a model describing the individual sickness

postulating a probability of reporting sick

in a given short period, e.g. on a given day. It may differ from day

to day and from worker to worker. Íhis probability is small and even in

the case of a worker who is sick over a hundred times in the eleven years

the probability is in the order of magnitude of only 0.03.

The first inportant assumption is that this probability is independent

of the previous occurrence of sickness absence spells. Strictly speaking,

this cannot be correct, since if a spell of sickness occurs, this will

be of a certain duration and consequently the probabilÍty after a spell
of sickness has occurred is reduced to zero for some time. On the other

hand the occurrence of sickness can in some situations increase the pro-

bability of recurrence, especially in the case of certain tlpes of sick-
ness of a recurring nature. !íe have assumed, however, that such effects
are slight.
Thus, the sickness frequency of a worker in a given period (e.g. one year)

is defined as the cumulative effect of a large number of irtprobable

events, which according to the above-mentioned assumption are mutually

independent.

In this situation it is true to say that the individual sickness fre-
quency over such a period approximately e:<Ïribits a Poisson distribution
(Feller, pp.234,235; Index of Hea1th, P.2). A suumary of some simple

properties of the Poisson distributions is presented in the next Section.

For the time being it is important to know that each Poisson distribution
contains one unknown quantity - the parameter - which fully determines

the form of the distribution.
'.Ihis pararneter is moreover the mean of the probabillty distribution,
also referred to as the expectation. If for the period of one year a

person has the parameter 5, it ls possible to calculate for this person

the probability of 0r t,2, ... sickness absence spelIs in that year.

The most probable values are those about 5, e.g. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 sickness

absence spe1ls. It is now clear that the paraneter wiII invariably be

positive, because negative numbers of sickness absence spells have no

significance and we assume that anybody can be sick, thus eliminating
zero expectation.
If we divide the period of eleven years into separate years, the Para-

meter can also be expressed thus trwi for the i-th year, where À and wi

up

by
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are both Posltive. lIhe significance of À ad a person-related value is
discussed later. wi relates to the J.-th year. we shaLr see further on

that the varue of wi is not the same for all the years. For the time
being the model is still fully of a general natirre, because the value
of wi has not been assumed, to be the sane for different, workers. Hence,

there is stl-Il nothing to test with reference to the model. Per perlod
of time exactly one obsenration is available, viz. the sickness fre-
quency in that period for the worker observed,. At this stage nothing can

be said about the mutual relations these sickness frequencies must fuIfil.
In order to establish what mod,el is appropriate for the observations it
will be nècessary to make further assumptions in respect of the strgc-
ture of w and the nature of l.
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3. SOME PROPERTIES OF POISSON DISTRIBUTIONS

A Poisson distribution is a probability distribution on the num-

bers 0, 1, 2, . This probability distribution is fully detetmined,

i.e. the probabilities of the occurrence of 0r tr 2, ... events are de-

termined as soon as one positive magrritude, the parameter, is fixed.

If for the time being we give this parameter the notation Ur the prob-

ability of k events is as follows:

..k
P(k;u)=e-rf1 ,u'o fork=0, L,2, ,

and thus the probability value is fixed given p for any k irrespective

of the value of I.
For a Poisson distribution the expectation, i.e. the mean of the prob-

ability distribution, is precisely U.

Moreover, the variance of the probability distribution is likewise p.

A fundamenÈal property of Poisson distribution is formulated in what is

known as the law of stability, which reads:

Ihe swn of a nwnbe" of independent Poisson-&ístr'íbuted oariables iteeLf

foLLows a Poisson &ístribution uith as palameter the sun of the pata'

meters of the &ístributions of the eonstitttent oar|abLes. Ítris law en-

ables a number of important conclusions to be drawn in respect of Poisson

disÈributions by applying simple operations to t}e parameters-

For example, assuming that Èhe sickness frequencl-es of a person in the

eleven years are x1 t x2t I xl1 and that these frequencles are inde-

pendent and Poisson-distributed with parameters Iw1 , )tw2, ... , l,w1 1,

Lheir sum is then likewise Poisson-distributed having as paraÍleter

tr(wl +w2+...+w1 1)r provided at leastÀdoes not change in the course of

the years. Hence, in this case sumlnation takes place over the eleven

part periods (years) of the total period

* Here e represents the base of the natrrral logarithm.
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4. DIFTERENCES IN PARAMETER BETWEEN THE PERIODS OF TIME

To start with we shall exanine a model based on the assurnption that
for periods of fixed length the paraneter is the same for each individ-
uaI. Again we take these periods to be years, although naturally other
lengths of time could also have been chosen, such as periods of six
months. Taking years has the advantage that any differences found cannot

resrrlt from the occurrence of seasonal influences of a systemaÈic nature.

Ít is a familiar phenomenon that sickness absence is more frequent in the

first half of the year than in the second half.
Nevertheless, it is unlikely that the model will provide a good. fit,
since years differ as regards the occurrence or absence of epidemics,

while moreover there is a noticeable rising trend in the number of sick-
ness absence spells over the years under exanination.
!Íe now postulate as model that the parameter for each worker remains un-
changed frm year to year. According to the Iaw of stability the sum of
the sickness freguencies for all the workers then once more exhibits a

Poisson distribution with the same parameter from year to year.

We now test the null-hypothesis of equality of these parameters, taking
as alternative hypothesis that differences exist between the parameters,

using the X2-test, also referred to as the dispersion or variance test
(Plackett, L974) .

Table 1 presents a survey of the total sickness frequency of the five
concerns frm year to year, followed by the test statistic, which under

the null-hypothesis has a chi-square distribution with 10 degrees of
f reedorn.

Table 1. Total numbers of sickness absence spells for the five
concerns and for the eleven years

year
x2concern

1958 1959 1960 1951 tg6z 1963 1964 1965 tg66 tg67 1958 l0

1 256 325 288 246 263 266 275 286 331 255 317 29.8t

2 3t5 417 408 329 393 407 443 425 453 562 8s8 483.43

3 t772 1323 1326 1193 1378 1488 1163 1356 1466 1338 1631 152.02

4 946 7197 1108 1081 1139 7226 1020 1183 1l2A 1098 942 71.72

5 830 9t7 908 800 816 854 792 A42 896 641 830 58.69

AIl the chi-square values found are highly significant (P <.001), which

means that important differences occur in the paraneter between the



,years. this ls the case ,1n partl.cular wlth concern no. 2 oeLng to a

suQden rise Ín tbe nuÉer of siclrness absence s1=lls tn 1967 and 1968

and to a lesser extent with concerÍr no. 3, wtrlch e*riUfts a sr:bsËantLal

rise Ln 1968.

Fron t}ti§ lt Ls clear that in the rcdeL allowance wLlI have to be uade
.for dLfferqnces Ln the parameters from year to year.
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5. DIFFERENCES IN PÀRAMETERS BETVíEEN THE PERSONS

We have seen that the parameter depends on the period exa:nined.

The quèstion tJlat now also arises is whether differences in parameter

also occur from person to person. Such differences are indeed likely,
because if they did not occur and ttrus the mean of the probability dis-
tribution of sickness frequencies would be the same for all persons,

there would also be no variables bearing a relation Èo the sickness

frequencies. But such variables definitely exist.
One variable of this kind is the year of birth. Further variables en-

countered by Philipsen (t977) were whether a person has had an eventful
life, alienation, need for leisure time, smoker or non-smoker.

A second indication is found in the existence of positive correlations
of the sickness frequencies between the different years. These would,

of course, also have to be zero, if there were no differences in para-
meter from person to person. At the end of this Section we shall show

a correlation matrix for our rnaterial.
In analoglg with our reasoning when comparing the annual data we shall
now perform a test to examine whether the nulL-hypot}esis to the effect
that all persons have the same parameter is tenable. [tre a]-ternative
hypothesÍs states that differences in paraneter occur. lltre test applied
is the same as that referred to in the previous Section, except ttrat ttre
number of degrees of freedom of ttre catculated 12-value is so great as

to enable it to be transformed into a standard-normal test statistic T

as folrows: T = \@ - Vffi where df is the number of degrees of
freedom. The test was performed for the five concerns separately for
the year 1960.

Table 2 shows the X2-values, the nr:mbers of degrees of freedom df, the
standard-normal test statistic T and the level of significance, under P.

Table 2. Test resul-ts for the nulL-hypothesis of one and ttre sarre para-
meter for all individuals in respect of the five concerns in
1960

concern

x2

df
T

P

458.94

322

4.939

<<.01

882.23

680

5 .141
<<.01

t842.63

1 350

8. 755

<< .01

1051.68

689

8.754
< <.01

1033.00

680

8. s89

<<.01
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fn each of the cases the test result is that ttre null-hlpotlresis must

be rejected. Hence, there are indeed differences in parameter between

the individuals.
We shall now illustrate this effect in a different way. Again let us

assune that the sickness frequency of aII persons is based on a proba-

bility distribution with the same e:<pectation and that these probability
distributions are Poisson distributions. Íkre cormnon e:<pectation fully
determines the probability distributions and consequently all ttre per-
sons now have an identical probability distribution. The sickness fre-
quencies then constitute a sample from a single Poisson distribution.
Table 3 shows the distributions of numbers of sickness absence spells
for the year 1960 in respect of the five concerns. In addition, the
appertaining best-fitting Poisson distribution is also represented,. Ttre

deviations appear to be considerable. Ttre distribution observed invari-
ably exhiJcits a greater varl-ance than the adapted Poisson d.istribution,
since for ttre latter the mean and ttre variance must after aII be egual .
This is definitely not the case here.

Table 3. Frequenq; distributions of number of sickness absence spe}Is
(a) and best-fitting Poisson distribution (b) for the five
concerns in 1950

coneetn

frequency

(a)(b)(b)(a)(b)(b)(a)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

236

198

122

75

24

18

5

1

1

I

199

183

147

77

46

2t

72

3

I

I

576

429

2LL

94

27

I
3

1

1

;

449

132

55

25

10

9

1

151

103

39

19

7

3

I

L32.42

I 18.07

52.64

15.65

3.49

.62

.09

.01

374.07

224.t|
67 .14

13.41

2.Ot

.24

.o2

.00

506. 29

496.92

243.86

79.78

19 .58

3. 84

.63

.09

.01

.00

1 38 .50

222.47

178.57

95.58

38.37

12.32

3.30

.76

.15

,03

.00

779 .51

239. 35

159.56

70.92

23.64

5.30

1 .40

.27

.04

.01

.00

total 323

mean .89

variance 1.27

581

.60

1.11

1351

.98

7 -34

690

1 .61

2.45

681

1.33

2.O3
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When exa.mining the distributions, it appears that compared wittt the

adapted distribution (b) the distribution observed (a) invariably ex-

hibits too rnany zeros and too many high values. It is precisely this
state of affairs which is responsible for ttre excessirzeJ.y large variance

in (a).

It can be demonstrated that the variance is made up of two components.

One component is due to ttre Poisson properties of the individual- sick-
ness frequency and the other to the differences in parameLer between

the individuals. Ttris e:<plains why the variance of the obsenred distri-
bution must be greaten ttran the mean, which is an estimate of ttre first
component alone.

The correlation matrices of the sickness freguencies between the eLeven

years were tlren calculated for ttre five concerns gvaminsfl. Ítre result
for concern no. 3 is shown in table 4.

Table 4. Correlation matrix of the sickness frequencies between the
eleven years in respect of concern no. 3 (n = 1351)

year
year

1958 1959 t960 t96t 1962 1963 7964 1965 1966 L967 t968

1958

1959

1960

t961

L962

t963

1964

1965

t966

1967

1968

t
.43

.40

.37

.40

.40

.28

.30

.36

.27

.26

I
.38

.47

.38

.40

.34

.32

.35

.30

.26

1

.44

.45

.39

.34

.31

.37

.29

.27

t

.45

.42

.35

.34

.39

.32

.28

t

.46

.37

.39

.40

.38

.35

1

.47

.4t

.46

.39

.36

1

.43

.44

.39

.32

I
.48

.43

t

-40

.47

.44

.40

The reason for J-nc1udÍng ttris correlation matrix Ín the dÍscussion is
as follows. We know that Ln a given period differences in parameter

exist between individuals. These differences will be due to the occur-
rence of conditions and circumstances e:<triblting a relation with ttre

sickness frequency and of which it would be true to say, ttrerefore,
that they contribute to the parameter of the probability dÍstribution.
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If these conditions and circumstances are permanent, the parameter does

not change, at least as far as the individual component is concerned.

Hence, the situation is as fo1lows. As a result of individual differ-
ences in conditions and circumstances a dispersion of parameter values
occurs, while insofar as these conditions and circr:mstances are penna-

nent the relations between the pararneters remain ttre same.

Consequently, sickness frequencies for individuals over different periods
will exhiJcit a positive relationship.

The results of concern no. 3 are characteristic of all five concerns.

It is generally true to say ttrat all the c-orrelations found are posiÈive,
which is in agreenent with the assurption of individual differences in
pararneter values of a semi-pennanent character.
Furttrermore, Ít appears that the height of the correlations gradually
decreases according as years spaced farther apart are compared. Ítre per-
son parameters are apparently not strictly constant and sr:bject to
slight shifts in the course of time.
There are also some characteristic differences between concerns. In the
case of concern no. 1 the correlations are generally lower and e:rlribit
greater fluctuations than those of concern no. 3. Concern no. 2 shows

somewhat higher correlations, but a sudden drop occurs 1n 1957 and 1968,

thus again indicating ttrat sonething must harre happened in this concern

after 1966. Concerns nos. 4 and 5 e:àiblt the same picture as concern
no. 3, except that both concerns, but no. 5 in particular, exhibit some-

what lower relationships.
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6. SPLITTÏNG OF THE PARAMETER

Ttre foregoing leads to the conclusion that at least two sources

of variation must be taken into account. On the one hand there are dif-
ferences between the years and on the other between individuals, which

must be ascribed to the parameters of the distributions controlling the

sickness frequencies. A next step is, therefore, to notate tltese para-

meters in a form that makes allowance for both ttre year effects and the

individual differences. Ttris requirement is fulfilled, if for person r
in period i we notate the parameter thus: Àrri, when each person con-

tributes his own value À, and each period its value t. to the parameter.

Víe shall now ascertain ttre value of the model so obtained. The model is
no longrer as general as possible. It lacks a factor which is a mixture

of an individual and a period contribution. Such a factor would have to
be introduced in the event of interactions taking place between indivi-
duals or groups of individuals and periods. Such interactions cEIn occur

if individuals react differently to changes in ttre course of tire, which

are the sarne for all or if changes occur which apply to some workers and

not to others. fn view of ttris the notation amounts to t'}.e introduction
of an important assumption, of which the tenability is examlned by llpans

of ttre following test. But first we shall discuss its significance.
To start with it should be pointed out that the introduction of a fac-
tor relating to a coribination of individuals and period does not impose

limitations on the model.

Any distribution of individual sickness frequencies found orrer ttre pe-

riods can be er<plained by an appropriate choice of this factor. For the

sake of discussion, however, we now introduce this fornn for the para-

meter: for individual r in the i-period the pararneter may be notated

thus: u = À d .w..rr rrl_r
À novr brings to expression that a collection of infLuences exists,Í
which is of a pennanent character and coupJ-ed to the individual. Exam-

ples are: the year of birth and, provided they rernain unchanged, the

family situation, the general state of healttt, the concern and the de-

partment wittrin the concern and so on. In w. all period effects are ac-

counted for insofar as they equally apply to aLl individuals.
Situations that come to mind in tJ:is respect are epidemics and dtanges

in the concern applying to all persons.

d relates to the previously mentioned interactions. The emphasis here
rl-

can be placed on eittrer the individual aspect or ttre period aspect,
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although the distinction is somewhat artificial. Iíe are concerned with
the individual aspect in particular when sorre menbers of a group, for
which the period-related conditions change in identical manner, react
differently to this change than others. Reorganization plans for in-
stance can have a different effect on older than on younger people.

Ttre period aspect must be taken into account when changes occur in the
course of time which apply to some individuals and not to others. lltre

appointment of a ne$I head of a. departrnent for example. Apart from ttris
there is yet another category of influences that cannot be placed under

one of these two headings. Age and years of service rise as the years
go by and. the changes affecting the parameter as a result of thÍs can

be of fluctuating sigrnificance according as the starting value differs.
Assr:ning in ttre developrnent of ttre model ttrat dr. = 1, this implies
that we assume that the categories of interaction referred to have no

real effect on the paraneter. Ttris assumtrrtion can be rret by exanining
the model in relation to groups of individuals for whom the conditions
are 'epidemiologically homogeneous' (Nass, 7956). Ttris means to say

that the period aspect of the interaction is as far as possible elimi-
nated by an appropriate choice of group exarnined. The other aspects of
the interaction cannot be controlled. We have no means of applying a

selection capabJ-e of gruaranteeing that the selected individuals will
react to changes in an identical manner. Starting age and year of joining
could be made constant by selection, but in our rnterial ttris would lead
to a substantial reduction of the nurnber of cases exa:ni-ned. Moreover, no

inforrnation whaterrer is available concerning years of service. It should
also be pointed out ttrat an important variable, rerated to (but not
identical with) age, ví2. the year of birttr, is autornaticallykept con-
stant by the nature of the data. After all, each individual is compared

with himself l-n the course of tire and, of course, his year of birth
remains the sarne throughout ttre entire period. We hope tlrat the inter-
actions, arthough perhaps not entirely absent, wilr prove to be of such

minor importance as to eliminate noticeable disturbance of our model.
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7. TESTING THE MODEL

The model, of which vle are going to examine tJ.e application, can

now ultimately be defined as follows:
the siekrpss frequeneA of in&ítsídtnLs r in períod i folLous a Poisson

distribution, of uhieh the paroneter cmt be notated as x;,t. for ang r
and i = 1, 2, . . ., n. These &ístrbutions are rruttnLLy i.rdependent from
per'íod to period utd from indiuidual to indíl)idual.
Hence, it is assured here ttrat the interaction plays no part at all. In

this situation use can be made of the chi-square test for a k:«r table,
proviced ttre expectations in the k:<n cells are not too small*.

If we were to consider all the individuals by themselves, tttis latter
condition would definitely not be fulfilled. To solve this problem the

individuals were, where necessary, gathered togetlter in groups and

their joint slckness freguency examined.

To this end ttre groups were colnposed as follows: aII persons with in
aLL t, 2, 3, sickness absence spells were taken togeÈtrer. If it oc-

curred that ttre total sickness frequency of such a group over eleven

years was then still lower ttran about 60, some of these grol4)s wittr dif-
ferent totals were again combined. Persons who by themselrzes had 60 or
more sl-ckness absence spells were invariably kept separate (groups of
one person). On the strength of the law of stability the sidcness fre-
quency for such a group in each period i again dlsplays a Poisson dis-
tribution with as para:neter the sum of Àrw., taken over the r's belong-

ing to ttre group. The result is that the parameter takes the form of
À $r. , where À- is the sum of the individual- l,-- appertaining to thegL' s r
group. Hence, gathering into groups does not upset the model.

The test is performed per concern, thus five tires. Table 5 gives a

survey of ttre X2-values found, the nunbers of degrees of freedom df,
the approximately standard-nornal test statistic r =W -V6-f - 3

and ttre appertaining ta1l probability P.

* An effort has been made to
celL is notrhere much lower

group ttre data so that the e:q>ectation per
than 5.
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Table 5. Results of tasting the model on five concerns

concern chi-square df PT

1

2

3

4

5

273.57

934. 38

432.43

552. ss

418.54

250

340

450

530

410

1 .098

t7.zto
-.541

.731

. 001

.t4
< 1o- 10

.70

.23

.50

With four out of the five concerns the model proves to be well in agree-
ment with the data. Concern no. 2 is an exception in this respect. The

chi-square value found indicates that tlre model is absolutely incompat-
ible wittr the data.
we may now try to ascertain what is wrong with concern no. 2. Previously
we found for ttris concern a substantial increase in ttre number of sick-
ness absence spells in the last two years of ttre period €xamins6 and the
correlation matrix of the sickness frequencies between ttre years re-
vealed a level drop in the correlations between ttre fÍrst nine and the
rast two years conpared with those within these two groups of years.
Ttre frequencies found for concern no. 2 and grouped Ln ttre rnanner des-
cribed were entered in table 6 and supplenented wÍttr the appertairÉng
e:<pected vaLue of the chi-square test.
The contributLon per cell to ttre total chi-square value is sholrn beÈween

brackets. fn connection with the size of the table only a part is shown.

This table is also an illustration of ttre operations carried out in
respect of all the concerns.

Considering that ttre situatlon in tJ:e part of ttre table not shovrn is
roughly as rePresented in the last part, it will be clear that the cause

of the incompatibility of the moder for the last two years must be

sought in the contradiction between the group with a small nr:rnber of
cases of absenteelsm (up to about 6 in eleven years) and that, with more

cases.
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Table 6. Srn of the number of sLclkness absence spells of gnoups of Ín-
dividuals wittr in all k absence spells over the years 1958 -
1968, e:<tr»ected val-ues wlth relevant rcdel and contrlbutions
to chi-square. Concern no. 2

t67,58

00
4 .44 5.41
(4.84) (6.41)

24
10.06 13.32

(5.46) (6.s21

95
9.81 12.94
(.07) (4.91)

99
1t.57 15.3t

t .izl e.6or

914
13.20 t7.49
(1.34) (.69)

10 2t

L2.O7 15.98
( .36) (r.s8)

10 22

1 1.88 15.73

( .30) (2.50)

48
35 4.40 5.83

( .04) ( .81)

36711
4.53 5.99
(1.35) (4.18)

10 12

39 7.36 9.74
( .95) ( .s3)

43
40 5.03 5,66

(.2r) (2.0r)

44
t1,45 5.{l 1.t6

( .37) (1.39)

2011
6.27 5.06 6.04 .5.26
(2.9r) (s.06) (4.2» 9.42t

4162
13.03 10.51 12.55 13.00

(6.26) (5.36) (3.421 (9.31)

5471O
12.70 LO.24 12.24 L2.67

(4.67t (3.81) t2.24t ( .s6)

7499
14,98 12.08 14.43 14.95
(4.25t (1.38) (2.0s) (2.371

1s 5 11 14

17. 10 t3 .79 15.47 L7 ,06
( .26't (s.60) (1.82) ( .s5)

10 I L6 tt
15.64 12.61 15.06 15.60
(2.03) (1.O3) ( .06) (1.36)

1791011
15.39 12.41 14.83 15.35

(.17) (.94) (1.s7) (r.23)

11 7 7

5,70 4.60 5.49
(4.93) (t.25) ( .41 )

576
5.86 4.73 5.65

( .13) (r.09) ( .02)

91012
9.53 7.68 9.18
( .03) ( .70) ( .s7)

{57
6.sl 5.25 6.28
( .e7, ( .01) ( .08)

1057
7.00 5,55 6.75

u.28) (.07) (.01)

45 77

13.19

(76.75t (135.59)

91 160

27.40

(r47.61) (207.761

50 156

26.72
(,20.291 (51.98)

73 LA4

31.51

(rc) (75,441

56 2LO

35.96
(1r.16) tzz.sàl

53 192

32 .88
(12.31) (30.84)

r 39 189

32.37

u.36) (10.12)

2t
5.81 6.53
(3.40) (4.59)

5{
14.15 13.57

(s.91) 16.75)

a8
13.79 13.23

(2.43t t2.O7l

109
L6.27 15.51

12.42) (2.80)

t7 15

18.57 17.81

( .13) ( .44)

610
16.98 t6.29
(7.10) (2.431

t2 16

16.71 16.03

(1.33) ( .00)

322
6.96 8.64

(2.2st (20.671

930
14.47 17.95

(2.071 (8.O9)

2t 29

14.1 I 17.50

(3.37) (7.56)

14 27

L6.64 20.64

( .42) (1.96)

19 35

18.99 23.56
( .00) (5.56)

L7 29

17.36 21.s4
(.01) (2.s9)

18 25

17.09 21.20
( .05) ( .68)

5S
5.69 6.19

( .08) ( .s3)

59
5.85 6.37

(.12) (1.09)

11 I
9.50 10.35
( .241 ( .s3)

108
6.50 7.07
(1.89) I .Lzt

99
6.99 7.60
( .58) ( .26)

3.5
6.33 7.85
(1.7s) (r.04)

45
6.51 8.08
(.97) (1.17)

8 15

10.58 13.12
( .63) ( .271

6 13

7.23 ' 8.97
(.21) (1.81)

tl 1o

7.7e 9.5s
(1.34) (.01)

I
5.94
( .721

6

6.11
( .00)

9

9.93
( .09)

9

6.79

1 ..t21

u
7.30

( 1 .88)

4

11.99

(5.32)

7

t2.33
( 2 .30)

13

20.04

(2,471

11

13.70

( .53)

6

14.73
(s.17)

70

( 16 .88)

72

(r2.43)

1r7

(7,291

80

(8.57 )

86

( 1 2.35)

858453425tl/033934t7total 315

ir
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In terms of interactions: a change rmrst have occurred in the years 1967/

t968, to whÍch 'Iow-absence' workers reacted differently from 'high-
absence' workers in that the former category dispJ-ayed a much greater
rise in ttre nunber of people reporting sid<. In concern no. 2 there is
apparently interaction between the periods and the total sicl<ness fre-
guency per individual.
It was ascertained whether this interaction could be ascribed to Èhe

age composition and whether there r^rere any differences in the duration
distributions of tïre sicJ<ness absence spells. No further explanatory
variables were available.
In respect of all workers in concern no. 2 with 10 or fewer siclcness

absence spelIs these absence spells were divided into those which oc-
curred in tlre years 1958/t966 and those which occurred ín 7967/1968.
It was then ascertained in respect of all these cases what the age co-
hort was of those responsible for them. Ttris produces table 7 of fre-
quencies appertaining to the age cohorts and the year groups.

Table 7. Division according to age cohort and year groups of sickness
absence spells appertaining to workers in concern no. 2 with
at most. 10 absence spells in aII

year groups
age cohort total

t9sB/ t966 t967 / 7968

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

49

60

t37

t9r
254

223

t43

27

58

105

167

196

t43

99

76

118

242

358

450

356

242

total to57 795 t852

This table has a chi-square value of '7.189 at 6 degrees of freedom and

a tail probability P = .30. Hence, there is no indication of a relation-
ship existing between age cohort and the year group in which the absence

spells occurred.
For the same category of workers in concern no. 2, with a total sickness
frequency of at most 10 in the eleven years, a comparison was rnade be-
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tueen the duration distribution of their absence spells in the two year

groups. 1[he absence spells were stÈdivided into those of at most a week

and those of longer duration. This resulted in a table of f:requencies

- table I - arrangred according to duration and year groups.

Tabl-e 8. Distribution according to duration and year group of sidcness
absence spells in respect of ttrose workers in concern no. 2

with a total of at rcst 10 absence spells

year groups
duration total

t9s8/te66 t967 / t968

up to 1 week

longer than I week

285

772

259

535

544

1 308

total 1057 795 1852

This table has a chi-square value of 6.897 at 1 degree of freedom and

a tail probability P <.01. When examining the table it is evident that
a relatively greater number of sickness a.bsence spells of short dura-
tion occurred in 1967/L968. lttris exhausts our possibilities for eluci-
ation of the interactÍon effect found. llhe fígures for workers with a

low total number of absence spells show a substantíal rise in the last
two years consldered. lthe age composÍtion has nothing to do with this,
but there is a certain tendency towards the occurrence of short absence

spells in the Last Rro years. However, this certainly does not e:*raus-

tively e:<plain the interaction effect.
An Lmportant point Ls, however, that the nodel can seríve as an aíd to
demonstrate the presence of and locate such interactions.
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8. CoNSEQUENCE OF TrrE MODEL

It l.ras evident from ttre foregoing t]rat t]re model led to conse-
quences capable of being tested and that with four out of the five con-

cerns the Èest results did not give any reason to reject ttre rnodel. In
the case of concern no. 2 we found substantial deviations and an indica-
tion was given as to where these deviations occurred. Hence, tJ:e model

acquired the function of an instrument to detect deviations in the sense

of interactions and make them stand out in order ttrat they might be ex-
plained.
In this way we endeavoured to ascertain whether verification of ttre
model had already taken place to an adeguate extent, but in actual fact
this was not yet ttre case. Our findings in respect of concern no. 2,

however, do not constitute sufficient reason to reject ttre rcdel. l{trat
they do in fact imply on the other hand is that the rcdel must be ap-
plied with due care if changes of a drastic nature occur in ttre course
of the years. It would also appear to be important regtrlarly to present
findings obtained witJ: ttre model in respect of new material_, a point
made by Nass as far back as t956, but which was not followed up.

The function of the model will now once nore be highlighted in an ap-
plication demonstrating that it cannot be correct in detail, but at the
sarne time proving its value as a rtouchstone'.

For one of the concerns ttre correlations of the sickness frequencies,
calculated in the usual way and based on the simultaneous distributions
of the sickness frequencies for pairs of years, are given in section 5.
We shall call these correlations the 'experimental correlatíonsr. In
addition, the rpdel offers the possibility of calculating 'theoretical
correlationsr, enabling these correlations between paJ.rs of years to be

estimated on the strength of the frequency distributions of these years
without making use of the simultaneous distribution. Ttris possibility
is based on some properties of the rcdel, viz.:

a) the indlvidual sicl<ness frequencies foltow a Poisson distribu-
tion;

b) these sicikness frequencies are independent from year to yeart
c) the person parameter À is the sarne from year to year.

rt is derrcnstrated in the Appendix that when these properties are ef-
fective the correlations assume a special form, which can be estimated
according to ttre formula:
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r(x.,x.) =r_l

where r (x,, x.) stands for the theoretical correlation of the sicl<nessr-l
frequencies between ttre years i and j, =2(*") and =2(x.) being the va-'i' j
riances calculated in the distribution of the frequencies in the periods

i and j and i, and i- the appertaining means.- r- I --
It will be seen that r(x., x.) is the product of two factors, one of
which is fully deterrnined by ttre distribution of the sickness frequen-

cies in year i and the other by those in year j. The correlation will
be zero if x. = s2(x.) or if I. = "2(x.). 

rn that case the variance ofl-l-Jl
the sickness frequencies is, at least in one of the years, equal to
their mean, and ttris implies that the distribution fulfils ttre proper-
ties of a single Poisson distribution, when the parameter would thus be

the same for al1 t]re workers, since the mean and the variance are then

equal. The correlation becomes greater according as the ratio between

the mean I, or I. and the variance s2(x.) or s2(x.) is smaller. In ef-l-lrl
fect, I. and i* indicate what the variance would be if everybody hadr_l
the same pararneter, while sl and "] 

irraicate the actual variance, which'IJ
is greater according as ttre parameters of the individuals dispi-ay
greater differences.
In table 9 the e:<perirental and theoretj.cal correlation coefficients,
again for concern no. 3, are presented alongside each other. We find
that the experimental correlations for pairs of years with a small in-
terval in between are greater ttran the appertaining theoretical coeffi-
cient.
If the interval is Iarge, the theoretical coefficients are greater than

the e><perimental ones. Both effects occur with aII the concerns.

Víe shall now give an e:<planation for these two effects.
As previously pointed out in Section 5 the reduction of the correlations
according as the time inte:rral is greater can be due to shifts in the

individual paraneter in the longer term. This, therefore, is not strict-
Iy permanent, but semi-permanent. It is understandable that an effect
of this kind should occur, since absence-influencing conditions wiII
change in tl.re course of time, affecting first one worker and then an-

other.

x,
I('- 7(*. )

t-

x,
) x 0-+, . ),s- (x.,l
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Table 9. Correlation matrix with e:perimental and theoretical coeffi-
cients of tJ:e sickness frequencies between the eLeven years
in respect of concern no. 3 (n = 1351). Ttre theoretical value
is placed between brackets

year
year

1958 1959 1960 196t t962 1963 t964 1955 L966 1967 1968

1958 1

1959 .43 1

(. 34)

1960 .40 .38 t
(.32) (.2e)

1961 .37 .4t .44 1

(.3s) (.31) (.2s)
1952 .40 .38 .45 .45 1

( .38) ( .34) (.32) ( .3s)

1963 .40 .40 .39 .42 .46 t
( . 36) (. 33) (. 30) ( .33) ( . 36)

t964 .28 .34 .34 .3s .37 .47 1

( . 38) (.34) (.32) (. 3s) (. 38) ( .36)

1,96s . 30 .32 . 31 .34 . 39 .41 .43 1

(.37) (.33) (.31) (.34) (.37) (.3s) (.37)

1966 .36 .36 .37 .39 .40 .46 .41 .4V, 1

(.37) (.33) (.31) (.34) (.37) (.3s) (.37) (.35)

t967 .27 .30 .29 .32 .38 .39 .39 .44 .48 1

(.36) (.33) (.30) (.33) (.36) (.3s) (.36) (.3s) (.3s)

1958 .26 .26 .27 .28 .35 .36 .32 .40 .43 .40 7

(.3s) (.32) (.30) (.32) (.3s) (.34) (.3s) (.34) (.34) (.34)

Íhe short-term effect is more surprising, since the e:<perimental corre-
lation is then greater tJ:an its ttreoretical counterpart. Taking the

theoretical coefficient as a basis, a higher experimental correlation
will indicate that the sickness frequenry in successive years is more

constant than prescribed by the model. In terms of model-assumptions

this rreans either that the distribution of ttre individual sickness fre-
quency does not follow a Poisson distribution, but one for v*rich the
variance Ís smaller than the expectation, or that the frequencLes from

year to year are not ítdependent and that changes in these frequencies
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are less pronounced than would be the case with independence, or both.

In effect, tlre two e><planations are related.
Both indicate a positive dependence of short-term individual sickness

freguencies.
We now ask ourselves to what extent the sickness freguency can be e:<plained

with the aid of a number of other variables. Again turo approaches are
possible: one based on the model-assumptions and one not based on these

assumptions.

The best that can be achieved is to find a nurilcer of variables which

have a multiple correlation of 1 with Àw.. What this amounts to is that
in effect we possess all the relevant information in respect of Àw. it-
seIf.
Hence, we r^rant to know sorÍEthing about tJ:e correlation of Àw. wittr xr,
because ttris gives us the maximum of the multiple correlations of ex-
planatory variables with x.. In the Appendix it is concluded that the
correlation of Àw. with x., when using only the notation Àw. for the
parameter (thus in the absence of interactions), is capable of being
estimated as the square root of the ordinary correlation of the síckness

freguencies in the years x._, and x.. Use is made of successive years,

because in such a short term we have the best gnrarantee that I has not
yet undergone any drastic change.

!{hen making use of the model-assumptions, t}re correlation coefficient
r(x.rÀw,) can, as set out in the Appendix, be estimated as:l-r

r (x. ,lw. ) =

We shall refer to the two estimates as the experimental and the theore-
tical explainability of x. respectively.
The latter is apparently identical wittr one of the factors of the theo-
retical correlatl-on coefficient between x. and x, and thus corresponding
properties apply.
Hence, r(x, r),w.) = 0 if i, = s2(x.) and r(x- rÀw,) approaches unity ac-' r-' r-' r r- i' r-

cording as s2(xr) increases in relation to I..
!{hen discussing the theoretical and the e:<perimental correlation, it
also becare apparent that t}te latter was greater than the former for
years not too far apart. Íhis irnplied that the model-assumptions were

not altogether valid in that there was evidence of short-tem dependence.

This effect will also find e:<pression here in a lower vaLue of ttre theo-

ri)
;zl(xJ

l-
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retical e:<plaÍnabiJ-ity compared with its e:<perimentaL cor:nteryart.
For each enterprise ÈÏre correlation betweer *i_1 and x. was calculated
for alL years i and the mean i tafen from these results.
The square root of this is shown in columr 1 of table 10 as indication
of ttre order of magmitude of the explainability of ttre sickness frequen-
cy by other variables. Similarly, a coefficient was calculated per con-

cern on the basis of the model. To t]:is end the sum was taken of I. and

also that of s2(x.) for aII the years i, m and 12 r"=;="tive1y. Sr:bse-

quentty, 
\re-;as carcutated and included in column 2 of tabre 10.

Table 10. Values of t]:e root r and of - --.T aS
§

indicationvalues ot trle square root, ot r anct ot
of the e:plainability of the sickness freqÉency

of

concern

1

2

3

4

5

.572

.713

.665

.684

.665

.503

.588

.567

.638

.495

The coefficients calculated on the basi-s of the ncdel are Índeed inva-
riably smaller than the estimate based on the correlations, which once

more demonstrates that the variance per person is smaller than ttre
ruling per-person Poisson distribution would lead us to eq)ect.
on ttre strength of these findings multiple correlations in excess of
about .70 are not Èo be e:<pected for these concerns.
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9. COMPARISON WITH RELIABILITY RESEARCH BY OTHERS

Little is for:nd in ttre literature concerning the rel-iabiliLy and/

or stability of individual absence frequencies, a rernark recently also

made by, inter alia, Chadwick-Jones et aI (t971 and Muchins§ (t977).

The sources known to us are listed in table 11*.

The correlation coefficients rentioned here are of t.l".e same order of
magmitude as those we have found. Ítre different authors are inclined to
consider ttre reliability rather low on the strength of their findings.

In the light of our results with ttre nodel reliabilities cannot be ,ex-

pected to be much higher with a test and retest period of one year, as

also applied by us. Associated wittt the tendenry to underestimate the

reliability found in respect of the absence frequency, there is also a

noticeable tendenry to depreciate t}re value of an establíshed correla-
tion coefficient of e:<planatory variables with the absence frequency.

Nicholson & Goodge (1976) for instance have found correlations of agre

wittr absence frequenc), in tlvo successive )iears of -.40 and -.47 respec-

tively. A1I ottrer relations wittr the absence frequency they examined

are lower. our findings suggest a maxiuum multiple correlation coeffi-
cient of approximately .70. In view of this zero-order correl-ations of
from .40 to .50 must be considered to be quite satisfactory.
The generalizability of our findings is not clear. It is possible after
all that aII this only applies by tJre grace of ttre material that happened

to be at hand. AII ttre sarre the limited data from table 11 leave the

impression that in that material eryirical correlation coefficients of
the absence freguencies behave roughly in the same \^Iay from one period

to another. Since the means and variances of the absence-frequency óis-
tributions are not given in the sources concerned, wittr the exceptlon

of Morgan & Herman (1,976), only in this instance hre are in the position
to estimate tlre theoretical correlation coefficient between the years

and the maximum nultiple correlation coefficient.
Morgan & Herman found mean m = 13.5 and standard dev iation sd = 12.47

for the absence frequencies during the 17 months preceding ttreir study

and m = 6.48, sd = 5.81 in the 7 months following it. On an annr.:al basis

* I',luchinsky (1977) also mentions Turner (1960)
(1975) as sources, but in these pulclicatj-ons
is not the frequency, as he suggests.

and Latlam & PurseLl
the neasure of absence
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the absence fre.quencLes are about 9.5 and 11.1. These are rattrer hlgh
fÍgrures. Furtbemre, ttte standard devLations look very hl-gh as welL.
An e:rSrlanation could be that they investLgated a brcad range of absence

behaviorr. including problens with transportation to tàe plant, fa-í1y
illness and job disciplÍnary actlon. Using our formrla for the t]reore-
tical correlation coefficient !.re find r = .86 as compared with €rn e:q)e-
rirental value of .70. The theoretical e:plainabilities ane .96 for the
17 nonth Snriod and .90 for the 7 month period. The experimental rralue
is .84. ApparentJ-y our rcdel does not hord here, possibly due to rapid
changes in À for sottn causes of absence.

Table 11. Invesu-gation of the reliability of absence freqr:encíes from
the Literature

researchers crLterlon rella- perl"ods
bi11ty

populatlon

1. Huse & Taylor (1962)

2. Nlchol-son & Goodge (1975)

3. glaters a ioach (1971)

4. waters & Eoach (1979)

5. ttlorgan & HerDàn (1976)

5. Chaahrtck-ilonee et al.
(1.97 t)

7. r.yona (1968)

8. Farr et al. (1971)

test-retest

test-retest

test-retest

t6Bt-retoat

test-ret€st

trst-retest

téat-retést

Spearaàn-
BroBrn

303

393

318

153

.61 2 successive
years

.57 2 successive
.years

.55 2 successlne
years

.62 2 guccesslve
yearB

.7O 17 rrcnths
before

7 rcnthe
aftar the
study

.43 2 corrcrDond-
lno oaÉlodg
o!-39 wcekÀ

.53 2 eucceEsLt€
guàrterg

.39 3 rcnths

nale truck drlvers of
large oLl coryany

fenale hourly paldl wor-
kers of'a f,ood proces-
slng plant
feroale clerlcal workerE

feeale clerlcal eploy-
eea

eryloyees of an autorc-
b1Ie parts foundry

eDPlolrees Producl,ng ca!
@q)drantg

reglst€red nurEes

fenale tolI allectora

33
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10. SUMMARY

!{hen investigating sickness absenteeism it is important to have

models describing the different asPects of this absenteeism. In the

foregoing an atteryt has been made to fo::rnUlate such a model for the

individual sickness frequencies. First if all it was demonstrated that
in a model of this kind allowance must be made for differences between

the years. Further, we found ttrat there were also differences bebveen

individuals. ïn conformity with these findings a model was formtrlated,

which implied that a sickness freguenry can be regarded as a drawing

from a Poisson distrjlcuatj-on wittr pararneter Àr*i, r.rhere À, is character-

istic of person lr,ri for periode i. Wittr four out of the five concerns

examined an initial test proved the nodel to be well in agreement wittr

the obserwations. Ttre only deviating concern illustrated ttrat the model

can be used to detect interactions between years and individuals. Wittl

this method such interactions can be discovered and located. The differ-
ences existing between individuals are of a serni-perm€rnent nature. Con-

sequently, each individual has his ourn level of absence freguency and

a certain a.uount of e><plainability exists with respect to tttis frequen-

cy. In terms of ma:<imum attainable muLtiple correlations this explaina-

bility varíes from approximately .50 for concerns nos. 1 and 5 and to

approximately .64 for concern no. 4, when using the npdel-assurutrrtions.

However, it appears tJ:at these model-assr:mptions are not always strictly
va}id. In effect, the sickness frequencies appear to exhibít dependence

in tfue short tern, which corres to e:<pression in excessirre constancy of
the sickness frequency Per indlvidual.
Ehis results in an increased e:<plainabili§z of the sickness freguencies.

Nevertheless, this e><plainability does not yet exceed at mosÈ .71 even

noïr, corresponding at best to roughly 508 e:<plained variance.

All in all ttre model has proved to function reasonabl-y weII. Ttre devia-

tions observed in the forur of interactions in concern no. 2 are consider-

able, but ttrose resulting from the dependence referred to above are con-

cerned wittr details. We feel it would be a good thing if sore of the

operations reported here could be repeated whenever material becornes

avail-able tJlat pe::rrits of these anaLyses being rnade. In ttris way the

usefulness of the model and its limitations can be brought to light.
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APPENDIX

!{ittr x., we denoÈe the siclcness frequencry of person r in year i.
,,j-= i= cor4posed of a 'true scor"' ai, increased by a chance fluctr:ation

=ir. E.or persor r ti, is a fi:<ed, value, €ir a drawing from a probability
distribution with a mean o. The Poisson rnodel further implies ttrat ttre
variance 02 (e. r) = ti, and ttrat in greneral ttre probability distribution
of .i, depends "r air, t}rus also on the person r.
Víe regard the formation of the frequer{ *i, 6s a process ttrat is brought
about in tvro stages. In the first stage a value ai, i= taken at random

from .i distribution over values t,r while in ttre second stage, given
t,-^r à value e,- is taken at random from tJ:e dÍstribution appertainingl-r' Lr
to t. . After this description r,Íe cEul notate in a more general sense:

*i = ti * "i, where t. is a stochastic variable with val.ues tir, *d.j_
with value=.i, can be realized according to the stepwise process.
lror tlte different years L = l, 2, ... k we thus have stochastic vectors*
x = (*1, *2, ..., a): and in ana1o91; t = (|-r, tr, -.., ï)T arrd

e = (er, er, ..., "n)'. Ttrus: x = t * e.
In this sltuatLon ttre follorulng identitLes can be used to calculate ex-
pectation E and covariance matrix E:

1) E*=ErE" (x lt),
where E^ (x I tl ls ttre e:rtr»ectation with ft:<ed but, arbitrarye
t taken with respect to ttre distribution of e and Ea the ex-
pectation of the result wittr respect to tlre distributlon of t;

2) E(x) = Er (E.(x I tl I * Xt (Ee(x I tl ), where E(x I r) is
the covariance matrix of x wittr fLxed but arbitratry t, taken
with respect to ttre distribution of e, resultlng Ín a fr:nction
of tr whereupon the e:<pectation Ea of ttris ftrnction is taken
with respect to ttre distrlbution of t, whLle the second tem
is the covarl-ance matrix with respect to ttre distribution of
t, calculated over the conditional e:<pectatÍon Ee (x I al.
rt fo110r,rs from 1) that: Ex = EaE" (" I t) = EtE. 1t + "lt) =
Et t = Xt, a vector of means.

2) consists of two terms: E"(t + .[t) = X.{elt).
TtrÍs is a diagonal matrix, because e. and 

" j "T nutually in-
dependent for any value of t. on the diagonar o2 te,ltl stands
for i = 1, 2, ..., k.

* T denotes transposition of a vector.
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and these values can also be estimated, with the sane substitutions as

for o(x.,x.).'].1

Ee(t + elt) = t and xt(t) is amatrixwith cov (tr,tr) outside the dia-
gonal ana o2(t.) on the diagonal.

The correlation coefficient p (*ir*i) can be written ttrus:

atu -\ - cov(tirtj)Y\^i'^j' o(x,) o(xj)

Further, t. = Àw.. Íhus:

o2(x.) = ,2í62 (À); cov (t.,tr) = ,irj 02(tr) = o(tr)o(tj).

Ilence,

o (xr,xr) =ffi :tr
In addition, weneed- for ttre discussion in section 8 - the correlation
p(ti,xr). Now cov (t.,xr) = o2(tr) + cov (t.,er) = o2(tr) and thus:

o(t.,xr) =ry.
Comparison with the expression for p(xr,xr) reveals that

o (x. ,xr) = P (t. ,x1) x o (tr,*j)

tf p(tr,xi) is reasonably constant for different i, P(tirxi) is approxi-
mately esual to Ve (rto, .

Hitherto, we have not made use of the Poisson proPerties, buÈ only of
the notation t. - À*,

We shall noïr reconsider the diagonal of X(x), i.e. tlte varÍanceso2(x.).
These can be written as follows:

o2{*r', - ,ro terltl +o2(ti).

For ttre Poisson modeL:

o2{erlt) = ti, ttrus o2(xr) = Eti + o2{tr).

Hence, if ttre Poisson model applíes,

o(xr,x,, ={{sqr. "',;rï01,,.-, }*
Eti = Ia, = p (xr) and thus p (x. ,xr) can be estimated by substituting
s2(**) fàr o21x*.) and I. for ua.. For p(ti,x.) we find

l-fL

o2 (x:) - rtt I t--'1fl1
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